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The Legend of Perseus



HUBRIS
(HYOO-briss) n. Overbearing pride,  
insolence, arrogance (from Greek) 

Text copyright 2001, Mike Peterson
Illustrations copyright 2001, Christopher Baldwin
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Chapter One
concepts of pride and arrogance

Chapter Two 
Conflict resolution, also physics of water displacement, body language

Chapter Three 
Sexual safety, also nutrition and diet, physical fitness, socialization, community service

Chapter Four 
Speaking while you’re angry, also issues of pride

Chapter Five 
How parental expectations motivate us, also issues of visual and spatial perception

Chapter Six
Greek concepts of earth, sky and universe. Also, riddles and tactics

Chapter Seven
Cooperating with people who may not share our goals and values.

Chapter Eight
Substance abuse and other ways of losing focus on our goals

Chapter Nine
Using landmarks and imagination to find your way, 

also, dealing with people who are different.

Chapter Ten
Ending abusive relationships. Also, how our experiences affect 

later decisions and relationships

Chapter Eleven
How experience and time change people. 

Also, logical inferences from the evidence around us.

Chapter Twelve
Marks of a good leader, also, reconciling with those who have hurt you.

Chapter Thirteen
Competition and friendship, also more discussion of reconciliation

Chapter Fourteen
Compromise, wise leadership and peacemaking



Chapter One 
Fooling the Gods

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. What is an oracle?

2. According to the oracle, why did the immortals decide Acrisius could not have a son?

3. How did Acrisius find out that a baby had been born?

4. What did Acrisius do after he found out about the baby?

5. What did the gods and goddesses on Olympus think about what Acrisius did to the baby?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why wasn’t Acrisius happy to just have a daughter?

2. Why does Acrisius think it is better to put Dana and the baby in a box than to kill them? 

3. What is it about the kinds of things Acrisius does that makes the gods so angry with him?

NOTE: In case anyone wonders, the legends are pretty
clear on where that baby came from: The often-lustful
Zeus descended upon Dana in the form of a shower of
gold. If you’d like to go there, be our guest. We’re
happy with a much less specific explanation: Zeus
willed it. Hey, it’s not like everything else in this story is
going to follow strict biological rules.



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. A fortuneteller or prophet who can tell people what the gods and goddesses on Olympus are plan-
ning. Don’t underestimate the importance of this theme -- the urge to know (and try to get around) the
intent of the immortals is central to this story!

2. They were angry with him for having made war on his brother. As in many cultures, it was important
to the Greeks to make sense of the world by assuming the gods will reward the just and punish the
wicked. It was also important for their sense of an ordered world to explain why some people got what
they wanted and some were miserable. 

3. He heard Dana ... talking to it, perhaps? Singing lullabies? Or was the baby crying? The story
doesn’t tell quite what he heard, and this is a chance to talk about what sounds mothers and babies
make. But the strict answer is “he heard something.”

4. He put Dana and the baby in a box and threw them into the Aegean Sea. 

5. They thought it was the most foolish and wicked thing they had ever seen. It’s important for the
understanding of this story to realize that villains are not simply evil but that their deeds are being
watched and judged. In action novels and Hollywood movies, they can simply come to ruin, but, in
Greek legends, there is a justice beyond this mortal world. (Wait’ll you see!)

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. He wanted a son to take over his throne. Greek culture is not unlike Middle Eastern cultures, not
only in food and other material matters but also in the place of women. It’s far too simple to say that
women couldn’t be monarchs. Women had a strong, distinct culture and a real place in Greek socie-
ty. Indeed, there were powerful goddesses on Olympus, as we will see. But women did not sit on the
thrones of Greek city-states, and Acrisius wanted a son to preserve the throne he had struggled for.

2. The text says he knew Zeus would blast him for simply killing the baby, but let’s go beyond that.
Acrisius wants them dead, but he wants to keep his own hands clean of the crime, so he exposes them to
danger in a way he thinks will distance him from their deaths. He’s not just a villain. He’s also a weasel!
(The next question deals with how the immortals feel about weasels.)

3. Certainly, if Zeus was angry over Acrisius’s putting Dana in a dungeon, he’s not going to be amused
by this legalistic attempt to murder Dana and Perseus without actually killing them. This is a case of a
mortal thinking he can put himself above the immortals. Sometimes, what people do to us is more insult-
ing because it shows disrespect than because of the actual damage -- I might be angry with you for lying
to me, even if what you lied about didn’t really matter much. In this case, Acrisius is not only disrespect-
ful to the immortals, but the things he does are serious -- making war on his brother out of greed, then
locking his daughter in a dungeon and later trying to kill her and her baby. No wonder the immortals are
angry with him!

Teachable moment: Is Acrisius just a character in an ancient myth, or is he like some modern people? How often
do people today come up with elaborate ways to get around the simple morality we all understand? (For
instance, cheating on taxes with legal deductions that are clearly NOT what the tax code had in mind ... or
downloading copyrighted music because you have the technical ability to so do, and then justifying it by
saying the record companies are greedy and deserve to be ripped off!) This prideful attitude, the arrogant
thought that you can fool the gods and outwit your fate is known as “hubris” and is a central theme in
Greek literature.

Response Key
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Chapter Two
The Fisherman

What can you tell by reading the story?
1.  Why did Dictys think whatever was in the box might not have been ruined by salt water?
2. Did Dictys have a big fishing boat, or a small fishing boat?
3. Why didn’t Dictys give Perseus anything to eat when they were on the beach?
4. Why does Dictys say it’s not hard for him to understand what Dana’s father is like?
5. How can you tell how Thalia feels about her brother-in-law, Polydectes?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. What are some adjectives that you might use to describe Dictys?
2.  What did Dictys really mean when he said “The next box might have a leak in it?”

Let’s talk about it: Dictys says that it’s best not to
worry about his  brother’s greed, because it won’t
change the way he is. Do you think this is a good
way to handle that type of person? What has Dictys
done in his life to keep from having conflicts with his
brother, Polydectes? Do you agree with his choices?

Geography: Find Argos and Seriphos
on the map. If the current took them
straight from one to the other, how far
did Dana and Perseus drift in their box?
How many islands did they pass? If
Dictys had not found them and pulled
them to shore, where else might they
have ended up?



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. The box rode high in the sea, so it wasn’t leaking and full of water. You could do an experiment
by putting two jars in water, one with just an inch of water in it and one half-full of water. Push
them around and see how they float, roll and move in the water. If you were an experienced fisher-
man like Dictys, you wouldn’t have to be able to see through the glass to tell that the half-full jar
had water in it!
2. His boat must have been small: He rowed it with oars and he pulled it up on the beach each
night. A large boat would need sails or many people to row it, and you’d have to tie it up to a
buoy or dock when you weren’t using it, or at least you would need many people to pull it up on
the beach.
3. He didn’t have any baby food. Thalia made some by soaking bread in goat’s milk. (Dana
would be able to breastfeed the baby for the first day or two in the box, but after she went a few
days without food, her body wouldn’t be able to make enough milk. Still, Perseus probably was-
n’t completely hungry.)
4. Both Acrisius and Dictys have brothers who want to be king. The difference is, Dictys has
decided not to fight with his brother over it. But, since he understands his own brother, he
can also understand what Acrisius must be like.
5. She slaps the wet cloth down hard on the table when she talks about him. Thalia was gentle
with the baby, but she doesn’t like Polydectes and, when they begin to talk about him, it makes
her angry just to think about him! She also says that he just wants what other people have.
That’s not a kind thing to say, but she sounds as if she is speaking from experience, doesn’t she?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Old, Greek, curious, friendly, kind, gentle, strong, hard-working, humorous,
fatherly .. be sure to prompt for adjectives that are not used in the text! (And,
according to Christopher’s illustration, he’s also bald!)

2. Certainly, Dana and Perseus were lucky not to have drowned in the sea. But Dictys
is also warning Dana that she shouldn’t try to go back to Argos because it’s not safe
for them there. Next time, Acrisius might do something to make sure they were gone
for good. (Dana understands what he meant, which is why she answers, “It must be
very hard for you to understand a man like my father.”)

Teachable moment (Conflict resolution): Thalia says “I just hope Polydectes doesn’t see what pleasure we
have from having you here. That’s usually how he decides what things he wants to take for himself.” It
sounds like Thalia is less happy with their life than her husband, Dictys. Do you suppose it’s because they
don’t have a lot of nice things and have to work hard, or is it simply because she thinks Polydectes is unfair?
Perhaps Dictys deserves a better life, but it seems she’s more upset by the injustice than the actual damage
done. Try to engage your class in a conversation about how sometimes you are less upset about what actually
happened than the way it happened, how you might not be upset over what someone said, but about how they
said it, or why. Ask for examples of times someone was unfair or unkind about something that, by itself, didn’t
really matter that much. Also ask about times they might have been misunderstood by someone who was offend-
ed or upset by something they did that they didn’t think was that serious until they saw how it affected some-
one else. How can people avoid these situations?

Response Key
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Chapter Three
Polydectes

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. How did working as a fisherman cause Perseus’s body to change as he grew up?
2. What kinds of foods did Perseus, Dana, Dictys and Thalia eat?
3. Dictys taught Perseus to fish. What other training did Perseus receive?
4. Did Perseus enjoy having Polydectes come to visit?
5. Why did Thalia have to teach Dana how to cook, keep a garden and do other work?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why do Thalia and the other women sing songs and play games while they do their work?

2.  Why does Dictys insist that Perseus help pull the boat up on land and hang the nets to dry, even
when there is an emergency?

3. Why does Dana tell Perseus to listen to what Dictys recommends doing?

Let’s talk about it: When they heard the king’s order, Dictys felt that praying to Athena would
solve the problem. As she rode away in the chariot, Dana told Perseus to wait. Now that you’ve
heard the Captain of the Guard’s news, do you think Perseus was right to ignore their advice?
(Note to Teachers: In case you need to be told, Dictys and Dana are both pretty smart folks.)



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Perseus grew larger and stronger -- he gains strong arms, a broad chest and powerful legs. (This
offers potential for discussion of physical fitness, changes of puberty)
2. Thalia teaches Dana to bake bread and make cheese and yogurt from goat’s milk, so they proba-
bly also drank the milk. They tend a vegetable garden and pick olives. Dictys catches fish for them,
and he also took two tender young goats to the temple, so they also ate meat. (Discussion of nutri-
tion as well as comparing ethnic foods.)
3. He participated in military training with the other young men. (More discussion of physi-
cal fitness; also discussion of national service and the responsibilities of citizens to their
countries. Remember that national service touches on some religious objections, and not just
from pacifists.)
4. Nobody enjoyed having Polydectes come to visit: Each visit cast a chill over the cottage. In
addition, Polydectes used to look at Dana in a way that made Perseus uncomfortable. (See
“Teachable Moments.”)
5. She was imprisoned in the dungeon during the years she naturally would have learned these
things. Note that Homer describes the princess Nausicaa of Phaeacia as doing laundry with her
handmaidens when she discovers Ulysses cast up on the beach; Royal daughters were apparently
not exempted from normal chores in ancient Greece!

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. There was no television, radio or other forms of entertainment in ancient Greece, so people
had to provide their own amusement. To this day, women in certain cultures, particularly in the
Near East and Far East, maintain a close culture of music, games and other art forms that is
worth exploring. Certain chores lent themselves to group activities, others were more solitary. A
day of laundry by the riverside could be a lot of fun, despite the hard work, so it was good to
make arrangements to all do it on the same day! (And it’s worth noting that Dictys and Perseus
were not simply sitting in a boat with fishing rods and cold drinks -- Everybody worked pretty
hard back then!)
2. First, because it needs to be done. The boat and nets are critical to earning a living and must be
maintained. Second, it gives them a chance to calm down before doing something foolish.
Sometimes maintaining your routine can help you keep your head in times of crisis, or help you
deal with grief. Dictys recognizes that it’s important for Perseus not to run off and do something
foolish right now, so he insists that he help with their usual daily chores, and he also sets an exam-
ple of calmness. (Follow up question: Do you think Dictys is worried? Well, of course he is!)
3. Like Dictys, Dana recognizes that Perseus is young and impetuous, and that he could put him-
self in serious harm if he does something foolish right now. She’s hoping Dictys can keep her son
safe while the crisis works itself out.

Teachable moment (Sexual safety): You may wish to venture into the uncomfortable feelings Perseus has
when Polydectes smiles at Dana. Obviously, there are several important, very sensitive directions for that
discussion to go. Concern for his mother’s safety around the sexual predator, King Polydectes, is a primary
motivation for Perseus in all versions of this legend. 

Response Key
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Chapter Four 
The King’s Feast

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Is Perseus is good at keeping his temper?
2. Why do the guests ask Polydectes if he is serving fish?
3. How does Perseus react to their teasing? 
4. Where did Perseus get the idea to promise Polydectes the head of the Medusa?
5. What does Polydectes do after Perseus makes his promise?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. What happened to Dana when she arrived at the palace? How do you suppose that
happened?
2.  Do you remember the instructions Dictys and Dana gave Perseus last week? Do you
think of their words differently now?

Act out the part we skipped: Have one student be Polydectes and
another student be the steward. Dana has already been taken to the
temple, but they have just learned that Perseus will be arriving at
the palace gates. Let’s hear the conversation between Polydectes
and the steward as they make plans for this wedding feast without a
wedding! Will they invite some of the guests to help them plot?
What do they want to have happen?



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. No. He nearly gets in a fight with the guards and then he shouts at Polydectes. It’s not
that Perseus doesn’t have good reason to be angry, but he might be better off if he could
be more like Dictys.

2. They’re making fun of Perseus, pretending that he smells from his work as a fisherman.

3. He gets embarrassed and angry. He wants to prove that he’s as good as they are.

4. The steward told him it was a better gift than the rich guests would promise.

5. He smiles at Perseus. (What did we learn about Polydectes’s smile in Chapter Three?)
Then he winks at the steward. (Why?)

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. As soon as she arrived, a messenger came from the High Priestess at the Temple of Athena,
requesting that she be sent to the temple as a priestess. You might have thought that Dictys only
went to the temple to pray, but it seems likely that he visited with the High Priestess and
explained the situation to her. It’s also worth noting that the sacrifices left at the temple were “for
the Goddess” but that it was the priestesses who accepted those gifts. Dictys was so quick to
think of heading to the temple that it seems likely he was no stranger there, and, if the High
Priestess knew him well, (and she certainly would know what sort of person Polydectes was),
she may have felt that protecting Dana was something she should do as a powerful member of
the community.
2. Dictys said they should wait until they found out if the goddess would help them. Dana
told Perseus to wait until Dictys got back from the temple. Dana may have simply trusted
Dictys, but Dictys himself trusted the High Priestess. He knew what he was going to do and
he knew that, if the High Priestess agreed to help them, Dana was in no danger. Dana said
Dictys would know what to do. Did he?

Teachable moment: This chapter is critical to understanding the action that follows. Polydectes wants Dana’s
strong, proud son out of the picture, and so Perseus has been tricked into making a very brash, very dangerous
promise. In real life, you might have to back down from such a foolish promise, because people sometimes die
when they take on challenges they should not have accepted. There are valuable things to discuss both in learn-
ing not to speak when you are angry, as well as in learning the price of pride. The law says you can’t be held
to a promise made “under duress,” like promising to give someone all your money if they are threatening to
harm you. In this case, Perseus was reacting to anger, to fear for his mother’s safety and to the insults of the
guests. What would happen if he decided not to go on the quest after all? It’s not a simple answer, and it
could lead to some interesting discussion!

Response Key
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Chapter Five 
The Immortals!

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Who does Perseus think he has met on the path?
2. What is the first difficulty Athena reminds him about? How does she help him with it?
3. How can Perseus be sure Dana will be safe while he is gone?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why was Perseus going to the Temple of Athena?  How was he feeling ?
2.  Why do you think Athena has decided to help Perseus? 
3.  Hermes makes fun of Perseus’ sword, but Perseus doesn’t get mad. What makes Hermes’
joking different than the joking that took place at the wedding feast?

Practicing to be Perseus:  Perseus is going to have to use
Athena’s shield as a mirror in order to cut off the head of the
Medusa without looking at it. This brings up some fun and
interesting issues of perception to explore. Set up a book or
other object to block direct vision (make sure it isn’t too wide
to reach around), and a mirror to reflect the hidden area. Have
students try to print their names while looking at the paper in
the mirror, then try to write their names in cursive. (Make
it read correctly in the mirror and then do it again to read
correctly in “real life.”) Set up small objects for them to
manipulate -- for instance, have them try to stack pennies,
using a spoon instead of their fingers. Let them invent
tasks to challenge their classmates!

mirror

barrierstudent

manipulatives



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. He thinks he is talking to the High Priestess. Why does he make that mistake? First, because he is
thinking and worrying about other things. Second, because it makes a lot more sense to think you
have run into the priestess at the temple than to think you have run into the goddess herself.
Sometimes we make mistakes because something is unusual and we weren’t paying much attention.
Students may enjoy sharing stories of times when they made similar mistakes -- for instance, assum-
ing at first that a deer was a dog because it makes more sense for a dog to be in the back yard.
2. She reminds him that he can’t cut off the Medusa’s head without looking at her. She offers her
bright shield as a mirror. Remember that the Greeks of this period would not have had mirrors like
ours and had to use brightly polished metal or look into a pool of water in order to see their own
faces. People probably didn’t have a very good idea of what they looked like!
3. Athena has promised that Dana will be under her personal protection. There are only a handful of
gods who would dare stand up to Athena (mostly Zeus, Poseidon or Ares), and even they wouldn’t
do it unless they had a particular favorite who needed their help against her. Polydectes isn’t going
to get any help with his wicked plans. Dana is about as safe as a mortal could possibly be!

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Perseus was going to find his mother and tell her what he had done. He apparently hadn’t
thought any farther ahead than that. The emotions going through his mind are many: He
feels guilty over his hasty promise and over ignoring his mother’s advice and that of Dictys.
He’s afraid to face his mother and afraid she’ll want him to abandon his quest. He also
knows that he was foolish to take on the quest in the first place. Mostly, he’s afraid of the
disappointment in his mother’s face. (See the Teachable Moment) 
2. Athena says he loves him because he is bold when he should be cautious and cautious
when he should be bold.  She is also responding to the trust and devotion of Dictys and
Dana -- even though Perseus is short-tempered and foolish, they have come to the goddess
for help and she will not disappoint them. But right from the beginning, the immortals have
taken a real interest in this family, starting with the mysterious birth of Perseus and the safe
arrival of the box at exactly the right time and place for them to meet Dictys. However they
may feel about Polydectes, the immortals are still angry with Acrisius. Keeping Perseus
alive is very much on the agenda at Mt. Olympus.
3. Hermes jokes in a friendly way, and we often take kidding from friends that we would not
accept from other people. This topic can keep your classroom going for quite awhile, and you
can take it anywhere -- from the easily discussed issues of family and friends making fun of
personal habits or appearance to a very sensitive place: Do you want to talk about jokes or
terms that are insulting from outsiders but affectionate and welcome within an ethnic group? 

Teachable moment: “Mostly, he did not want to see disappointment in her face.” Perseus has been motivated
by his concern for his mother’s safety, but he is also deeply motivated by wanting to do right for her. He’s not
the only “hero” motivated by an intense need to meet his family’s expectations and approval -- many high
achievers are driven by the need to please their parents, and you can find many examples, both healthy and
unhealthy.  But there’s more to think about than that: Remember that, for all the love Dictys and Thalia have
lavished on them, Perseus and Dana are still a single parent family unit, and Perseus feels a particular respon-
sibility towards his mother. You’ll find more than one student in your classroom who can identify with his
fear of disappointing her!

Response Key
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Chapter Six 
The Gray Sisters

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. How did Perseus know about the Gray Sisters?
2. Why didn’t the Gray Sisters chase him instead of helping him?
3. The Gray Sisters didn’t want to help Perseus, so they gave him a small riddle to solve.
What was it? 

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why was it easy for Perseus to solve the riddle of the Gray Sisters and to find the
Garden of the Hesperides?
2.  In what other way does Perseus show that he is clever?

Sneaking up on the Gray Sisters: (An outdoor game!) Let three students be the Gray Sisters.
Give them a ball to pass back and forth. Only the Gray Sister with the ball against her (or
his) forehead can open her eyes -- the other two have to keep their eyes closed, and all three
must close their eyes while passing the ball. The other students try to sneak up to tag the
Gray Sister with the ball, but they all have to freeze until the Gray Sisters are passing the
eye. Anyone moving when one of the Gray Sisters can see is out of the game! The one who
tags the Gray Sister with the ball wins and becomes a Gray Sister for the next game.   (Yes,
it’s a variation of “Red Light, Green Light.”)



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Hermes told him. What did Hermes tell Perseus about the Gray Sisters? He described
them and their cave, and he explained about the eye and tooth. He also warned Perseus
not to let the Gray Sisters get hold of him!
2. They couldn’t see -- he had their eye! So, if they wanted their eye back, they were
going to have to tell him what he wanted to know. Then, when he was ready to leave,
he left the eye where they could find it, but not before searching for a few moments.
That way, he’d be gone before they could see to chase him.
3. They told him to “chase Apollo until he’s through running.” But Perseus was clever
enough to solve that simple riddle! (See our Teachable Moment.)

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Remember, Perseus is a fisherman. A farmer would be familiar with the path of the sun,
but a fisherman even moreso: In the days before the invention of the compass, fishermen
needed to know the skies, because that was the way they steered their boats. (He would also
need to know the stars for nighttime navigation -- that will come up later!)
2. Perseus is careful to follow Hermes’ advice in dealing with the Gray Sisters, but he also
shows some of his own cleverness: When one of the Gray Sisters says she’ll give him the
information if he gives them back the eye, he laughs at the idea. In Chapter Four, we saw how
Perseus could be tricked into losing his temper and making a foolish promise, but here we see
that he is not always so easy to trick.

Teachable moment: Greek Cosmology
Greek scientists and mathematicians devoted a great deal of thought to the structure of the universe, and it’s
wrong to oversimplify their view of the cosmos. But the groundbreaking work of mathematicians like
Ptolemy, Euclid and Archimedes was well after the legendary times of Greek mythology. In fact, all three of
those men lived at least for a time in Alexandria, Egypt, which means they were born after Alexander (a stu-
dent of Plato) had brought that part of North Africa under Greek rule and replaced Egyptian rulers with the
Greek line that ended with Cleopatra. And, to go forward a few hundred years from Alexander, although we
don’t think of Cleopatra and Julius Caesar living in modern times, they represent the halfway point between
our times and those in which the story of Perseus arose. This is a very old story!

Ancient Greeks thought of the heavens as something of an inverted bowl over the earth, with Atlas bearing
it up as his eternal punishment for having opposed Zeus in the war between the Titans and the Olympians.
It is not entirely clear to what extent the Greeks thought of these matters in terms of myth and in terms of
science, but their stories included the chariot of the sun in which Apollo each day went from East to West.
It is this route that Perseus follows in order to discover the place where heaven and earth meet, and the
giant Atlas dwells.

As the Greeks became more scientific, they laid down the basis for a theory of the cosmos that, by the early
Middle Ages, saw the earth as the center of a series of concentric globes: The “Celestial Spheres.” It was
assumed that the heavens were perfect and that imperfection only existed on the earth. How surprised they
would have been, if they could have seen the moon rocks brought back by the modern Apollo’s “chariot,”
and found that they were very much like the rocks on earth!
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Chapter Seven
The Hesperides

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Are the Hesperides helpful?
2. Why do the Hesperides start crying?
3. What does Perseus see outside the cave of the Gorgons?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why does Perseus tell the Hesperides that he must slay the Medusa?
2. What do you suppose Atlas and Perseus were talking about?
3. Cutting off the head of the Medusa while she’s asleep doesn’t seem as heroic as facing
her down in a battle. Do you agree with Perseus’s decision?

The Medusa Game: Cut small squares of paper, one for each player. Make a
mark on one square, then fold them up. Each player draws a square, looks inside,
and then sits in a large circle. The player with the marked square is the Medusa.
As players look at each other, Medusa turns other players to stone by winking at
them. They must freeze just as they are! If you see Medusa wink at someone else,
you can win the game by pointing out who is the Medusa. (But if you’re wrong,
you’re both out!) Medusa wins by turning everyone else into stone!

(Somebody may say, “Hey! That’s Assassin! I know how to play that!”  Your line then
is, “Good, you can help us!”)



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Well, sort of. They help Perseus, but they also want him to stay and have parties with
them, and there are more important things he needs to be doing. It’s good that Perseus
has a strong sense of duty, because it seems like it would be fun to hang out with the
Hesperides for awhile.
2. They’re afraid the Medusa will turn Perseus into stone. The Hesperides come across as
airheads, but they know a lot about the strange world in which they live, in which giants
hold up the earth and the king of the Underworld lends you his magic helmet. The Medusa
is very dangerous, and they don’t want to see a cute guy like Perseus turned into a statue.

3. He sees statues of people and animals who have seen the Medusa and been turned
to stone. It may seem very peaceful, but everyone there was clearly frightened when
they died. And notice that being invisible may protect him against being attacked, but
it won’t help him avoid turning to stone if he glimpses the face of the Medusa! 

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. She is very dangerous and has already harmed many people. Perseus has his own
reasons for needed to bring back the head of the Medusa, but what he is about to do
will, in fact, save other lives. Of course, the Medusa would be even more of a threat
to public safety if she were wandering around downtown Athens, but even in a dis-
tant cave, she lives surrounded by the evidence of people who have wandered out
her way and died as a result.
2. I don’t know either. I guess we’ll have to just wait and find out. (Sometimes that’s
a pretty good answer.)
3. A good topic for debate, but Hermes has warned him of the danger of facing her
and her sisters in an open battle. What’s the difference between being a hero and
being a fool? Perhaps students with parents in dangerous professions, like firefight-
ing or other rescue work, can comment on the difference between what you see on
television or in the movies and the decisions these professionals make in real-life sit-
uations. Consider, too, the exercise you did with the mirror back in Chapter Four.

Teachable moment: Perseus needs help from many people on his quest. It’s easy to accept the help of Athena
and Hermes, because they’re focused on his mission, too. Besides, Athena is like a mother, and Hermes is like
a big brother. But sometimes we have to work with people who don’t share our goals and who aren’t focused
on what we want and need. Perseus had to get important information from the Gray Sisters, who didn’t want
to help him at all. How did he deal with them? In this chapter, he needed help from the Hesperides, who
were very friendly but not at all focused on what he was trying to accomplish. How did he deal with them?
Note that he was honest, in his way, with the Gray Sisters, despite their hostility, and that he wasn’t rude to
the Hesperides, but he also didn’t let them distract him from what he needed to be doing. Working with oth-
ers is easy sometimes, and sometimes it’s hard. But a true “hero” learns to work with everybody necessary to
get the task done!
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Chapter Eight 
The Head of the Medusa

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Who chased Perseus from the cave?
2. What happened when the blood of the Medusa fell upon the sand? 

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why does Perseus think the Hesperides were probably delighted to see anyone who
came to visit?
2. When he borrowed the helmet of Hades, Atlas made Perseus promise him something.
What was it, and why did Atlas want that?

Let’s Talk About It: The Hesperides are cheerful, generous and very cute, but Perseus
knows that, when mortals stop to party with the Hesperides, they never leave that garden
again. Have you heard of things that seem pleasant and even fun, but that might keep you
from ever accomplishing anything important with your life? Who is more dangerous,
Medusa or the Hesperides? (SEE: Teachable Moment)



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. The Medusa’s two sisters, who are also Gorgons but can’t change people into stone. By the way, how
come the bats aren’t turned to stone? There was enough light in the cave for Perseus to use Athena’s shield
and see what he was doing, after all. Well, bats aren’t really blind, but they don’t use their eyes to look at dis-
tant objects in the half-dark. Or, at least the ones who were still alive to fly out of the cave didn’t.  We don’t
know how big a pile of little stone bats might be in there.
2. It turned into poisonous snakes and scorpions. This is our first glimpse of the power of the head of the
Medusa, a foreshadowing of future events. (Because we see the head used on Atlas at the end of this chapter, it
would be an appropriate time to talk about the important concept of “foreshadowing” with your students -- for
example Harry Potter stories use foreshadowing when the Sorting Hat makes its choices each year!)

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. The Hesperides were delighted to see Perseus the first time he arrived, before they even knew who he
was. They may be a lot of fun, but they don’t seem like anyone whose friendship should be taken very
seriously. Real friends like you because of what you are like as a person, and that sometimes takes a
while to figure out.
2. Atlas had made him promise to show him the head of the Medusa and turn him to stone, so he would
no longer be tired of holding up the heavens. Atlas was one of the Titans who had once ruled, before
Zeus and the Olympians took over, and holding up the heavens was his punishment for opposing them in
the war that changed the cosmos. The Atlas Mountains of North Africa are said to be his petrified
remains. The famous 16th century Flemish mapmaker Mercator, whose Mercator projection is still used
in maps, depicted Atlas holding up the globe and that became his common image, but it is actually the
dome of the sky that he supports, not the earth. Talking about why the Hesperides are sad but accept the
wish of Atlas could take you into some interesting but potentially touchy areas.

Teachable moment: The Hesperides are not the only characters who make Greek heroes forget what they were
supposed to be doing. In “The Odyssey,” Odysseus and his men come ashore in the Land of the Lotus Eaters
and those who sample the local flowers soon forget how much they wanted to get home to their families.
Here’s how Odysseus told the tale, according to Samuel Butler’s 1900 prose translation:

I was driven thence by foul winds for a space of nine days upon the sea, but on the tenth day we reached
the land of the Lotus-eaters, who live on a food that comes from a kind of flower. Here we landed to take in
fresh water, and our crews got their mid-day meal on the shore near the ships.  

When they had eaten and drunk I sent two of my company to see what manner of men the people of the
place might be, and they had a third man under them. They started at once, and went about among the Lotus-
eaters, who did them no hurt, but gave them to eat of the lotus, which was so delicious that those who ate of
it left off caring about home, and did not even want to go back and say what had happened to them, but were
for staying and munching lotus with the Lotus-eaters without thinking further of their return; nevertheless,
though they wept bitterly I forced them back to the ships and made them fast under the benches. 

Then I told the rest to go on board at once, lest any of them should taste of the lotus and leave off wanting
to get home, so they took their places and smote the grey sea with their oars.

The “Let’s Talk About It” question asks who is more dangerous, Medusa or the Hesperides. This is not only
a chance to talk about substance abuse but about peer pressure, because few young men would find it easy to
turn down a chance to party with the Hesperides!

(Keep this lesson in mind in later chapters, when we see what Perseus would have 
missed had he stayed in the Garden of the Hesperides.)
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Chapter Nine 
Human Sacrifice!

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Why was Perseus not worried about finding his way home? 
2. When he was blown off course, how did Perseus plan to find this way?
3. What was his third plan to get home?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Why do you think Aeolus sent a wind to blow Perseus off course?
2. What does Perseus want to do at the end of the chapter? What does the young woman
want? What do you think?

Aeolus: (EE-uh-luss) Aeolus is a minor god, who has control over the four
winds, which he keeps in a cave, either on Sicily or on the mythical island of
Aeolia, depending on which sources you listen to. Aeolus doesn’t swing a very
big stick on Olympus, but he’s allied with Poseidon, so it’s best not to get on
his bad side. 
Also, with the importance of sailing in Greek culture, he’s important on a day-
to-day basis, even though he’s not a very powerful god. A look in the dictionary
will find a couple of interesting words derived from his name, though not any
you’d expect to get to use very often!



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. He knew how to steer by the stars, from his time as a fisherman. (We’ve already spoken
about this, back in Chapter Six, when Perseus easily solved the riddle of the Gray Sisters.)
2. He knew he could follow the Nile River north to the sea. Look at the map and you’ll see
why most fishermen would know about the great Nile. For anyone in the Western
Mediterranean, the Nile delta would be a major landmark! Perseus couldn’t know how far
south it went, but he would have known that it was a great river that went far inland.
3.  When he saw a great body of water, he figured there would be sailors there who would
be able to help him. Perseus is a good problem-solver, and, when something made his
first and second plans not work, he quickly thought of a new plan.

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. The story says the immortals “were not finished with the young hero,” but they’ve been very nice
to him so far. Therefore, it wouldn’t make sense to say they were simply trying to keep him from
getting home. However, look where he ended up: A young woman is chained to a rock as a sea
monster bears down upon her, intent on gobbling her up. The Olympians seem to have set things up
to make Perseus come by at this precise moment. She may protest that he needs to go away and let
the monster eat her up, but he isn’t there by accident.

2. His first instinct is to cut her chains and get her out of there, but she insists that he go away.
Perseus is a stranger in a strange land, and he has already thought that the people here may be very
different than the Greeks. He worried about whether they would be friendly, and he said he didn’t
want a fight, he just wanted to get home. But now he is having a very strange argument, indeed,
about whether he should rescue this young woman or let the monster eat her. Why you suppose she
wants this to happen? Should Perseus respect her wishes? Could this be some custom that he doesn’t
understand and shouldn’t interfere in?

Teachable moment: Perseus uses a couple of theories for getting home. What are some ways you can find
your way when you are lost? 
In the city, streets may be on a grid or on a hub-design. For kids who live in a city or large town, how do
your streets run: Do the main streets lead to a central location (hub) or are they laid out in squares? Do rail-
road tracks, a river or an expressway cut through your part of town and give you a sense of where you are?
What about a particularly tall or distinctive building or tower that you can see from many places?
Rivers and lakes, railroads and major highways can also be good landmarks for country kids. What other
ways can you find your way around?
Imagine that you have a cousin coming who has never visited your town. Write up some instructions that
would help that visitor find your school and then go to your home. Now pretend this cousin doesn’t speak
English, so you have to make a map instead of just writing down directions. Which is easier to make? Which is
easier to follow?
Asking directions: Perseus planned on asking sailors for directions, since he is a fisherman. If you had to ask
for help in a public place, how would you decide who to ask? What are the things you would need to think
about first?
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Chapter Ten 
Poseidon’s Revenge

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Why did Andromeda not want Perseus to rescue her?
2. Why did Perseus tell her she didn’t have to die?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. “You are not the first daughter of a king to be put in danger by an oracle,” Perseus
tells Andromeda. What is he talking about?
2.  What does Cassiopeia say that makes Perseus so angry?

Vocabulary
Andromeda (ann-DRAW-mih-da) The daughter of Cassiopeia and Cepheus, princess of
Ethiopia, chained to a rock to appease the monster sent by Poseidon.
Cassiopeia (cass-ee-OH-pea-uh or CASS-ee-oh-PEA-uh) The vain mother of Andromeda.
Cepheus (SEE-fee-us or KEE-fee-us) Andromeda’s father (The name in Greek properly requires
a K sound, but the soft-C pronunciation is used in referring to the constellation and is reasonable
if not technically correct to use in the classroom when referring to the character, unless you’re
planning to teach them Greek as well.)
Poseidon (poe-SIGH-don) God of the Sea, one of the most powerful of the Greek gods, nearly
an equal to Zeus.



What can you tell by reading the story?
1.  She was willing to die to help make her country safe.
2.  The oracle just said to chain her out there. When they did that, Perseus saw her and
came to kill the sea monster. That made the country safe, and she didn’t have to die.

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. His mother, Dana, was imprisoned, then cast into the sea because of an oracle’s
prediction. Perseus may have a particularly strong desire to help this young princess
avoid dying because of something an oracle said!

2.  She wants to know about his father, and Perseus has no father, or at least, not one
he can explain to Cassiopeia. Remember how this quest began: Perseus was being
teased as the “fisherboy” who smelled and didn’t have nice clothing. Now he is a
hero, and yet Cassiopeia wants to know about his parents and where he comes from
and if he’s good enough for her daughter.

Teachable moment: This is one place in which we did “go modern” in the telling of this story. In the orig-
inal, Perseus tells her parents he will rescue Andromeda and destroy the monster if he can have her hand in
marriage. That’s a common enough event in literature up to fairly recent times, but we felt we should go
another direction. In our version, Perseus admires her courage and is angry that her parents would put her
out to die, and asks her to come be his wife. In real life, courtship takes longer, but, in real life, our options
are not as clearcut as whether we are going to be devoured by sea monsters.

More to the point, in real life people don’t always make the decision to get away from people who endan-
ger them and make unreasonable demands on them. They don’t always have the clarity of vision to reject
people whose values are based on vanity and pride, or the courage to insist that they be allowed to make
their own way in the world. Whether you see Andromeda as a victim of parental abuse or simply a young
woman not willing to step into the same  unsatisfying role that produced her vain mother, there is still a
teachable moment here.

(Those with an interest in the classics will know that Medea, the royal daughter who fled with Jason in
the legend of the Golden Fleece, turned out to be a very bad person, while Ariadne, who helped Theseus
defeat the Minotaur and became his wife, was later abandoned by him. Running off with a hero doesn’t
always produce happy marriages. In this case, however, it turns out well, which is another reason we chose
this story and not those others.)
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Chapter Eleven 
Return to Seriphos

What can you tell by reading the story?
1.   How did Perseus know something was wrong when he got home?
2.  Where did he find Dictys and Thalia? Why were they there?
3.  What does Dana say to Andromeda when they meet?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1.  Why did Perseus want to walk to the Temple of Athena instead of using the fly-
ing sandals? 
2.  It’s obvious to the palace guards that Perseus has changed, and they step aside
instead of challenging him. Why do you suppose that Polydectes and his friends still
laugh at the “fisherboy?”

Let’s Talk About It: The palace guards saw a change in Perseus that made
them treat him differently than the last time he came to see Polydectes. How
do you think Perseus has changed? Can you find things in the way he speaks
to Andromeda and to his mother that make him seem different than he was
the last time he was in Seriphos?



What can you tell by reading the story?
1.  The boat and nets were on the beach when Dictys should have been out fishing, and
the goats were eating the vegetables in Thalia’s garden. The garden hadn’t been tended.
Dictys and Thalia’s clothes and Thalia’s basket are gone from the house. 
2. They had gone to the Temple of Athena because it’s a place they could be safe from
Polydectes. Dana doesn’t say exactly what they fear by leaving the temple, but it’s plain
that the danger is very real. Now, instead of Dictys finding safety for her, she is providing
a safe place for him, and for Thalia, thanks to the High Priestess and, of course, the god-
dess herself, who promised Perseus to take care of his mother while he was gone.

3. She welcomes her by reminding her that Dana, too, was a stranger who had left her
home and family when she first came to Seriphos. She doesn’t yet know that Andromeda is
also a princess, as she is, but she welcomes her because she is with Perseus, and that’s good
enough for her! (How is that different than the greeting Perseus got from Cassiopeia?)

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. On a practical level, he doesn’t want crowds of people to see them flying. He recog-
nizes that it would be better not to give Polydectes a great deal of warning that he is
back, or that he has gained power since he left. On a more personal level, however, he
tells Andromeda “I’m home now.” His life since he left Seriphos has been very excit-
ing, but now he is back and, while he has some loose ends to tie up, he really wants to
be home, to take some comfort in his old role. (If you have a place that makes you
feel comfortable, like a grandparent’s house that you don’t visit often, you may know
what it’s like to have special food you enjoy or a special place you like to sit when
you visit, just because it makes you feel like you’re really back there!)

2. Polydectes and his friends have already decided who Perseus is and they’re not really
interested in paying attention to him enough to even see that he has changed. This is not
an uncommon device in these action stories, of course, but it’s also true in real life.
Sometimes, a new kid in school will get pigeonholed, and, after that, the other kids don’t
pay attention to notice changes or talents and interests they hadn’t noticed before.  It can
be hard to deal with that kind of prejudice. Of course, in this case, it makes it easier for
Perseus to finish what the Olympians intended to have happen. 

Teachable moment: One of the things we look for in fiction is a change in the main character over the course
of the story. Even a short story should show this change, even if it’s only a change in how we see the charac-
ter. But, in a full-length story, characters should develop and change because of the things that happen to
them. Talk about some of the changes students have seen in Perseus over the course of this story (How did
he behave the last time Polydectes and his friends teased him? How did he behave this time?)
Now ask them to share the changes that characters have gone through in other books they have enjoyed. This
should be something you ask them for any time they read; now is a great time to emphasize the point so that
they’ll begin looking for it on their own!
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Chapter Twelve 
King Dictys

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. How did Dictys know that Perseus had met Athena on the road to the temple?
2. What joking promise did Hermes make Perseus keep?
3. What will Athena do with the head of the Medusa?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. How does Dictys feel about the death of Polydectes?
2. What reward did Perseus ask of Athena? Did she promise it to him?
3. How does Dana feel about Perseus wanting to go back to Argos?

Let’s talk about it: What does Perseus mean when
he says he doesn’t want to be a hero anymore?
What does Dictys mean when he says that Perseus
is a hero? What does it take to be a hero? Who are
the heroes in this legend so far? 



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. He no longer had the winged sandals, the shield, the sword or the bag with the head of the
Medusa in it.
2. He had promised to trade back their swords. Perseus now has only the sword he was given
for his military training instead of the curved sword that could cut through anything.

3. She’s going to put it on the front of her shield for when she goes into battle. Dictys says
he’s glad Athena likes them. Who could possibly stand up to Athena in battle if she has the
head of the Medusa on her shield?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. He’s sad, because Polydectes was his brother. But he understands what happened and he’s pre-
pared to become king of Seriphos. Remember, in the second chapter, Dictys told Dana he thought
it was a good thing to help people. Now he repeats that. What sort of king do you think Dictys will
make? Have students compare his motivation for being king with the motivation someone like
Polydectes might have had.
2. He asked to live and to be happy. He no longer wants to be a hero, he insists. But Athena did not
make any promise at all. She just took the head of the Medusa from him. What does that mean? Well,
this is only Chapter Twelve in a 14-chapter serial. Students have probably figured out that, when it’s
only 40 minutes into an hour-long TV show and the police have arrested the person they think com-
mitted the crime, there’s probably something else coming. In the same way, you can tell by the num-
ber of pages left in a book whether you’ve arrived at the ending yet!
3. She doesn’t tell him not to. She says he’s an adult now and has to make his own decisions. And
she tries to prepare him for the fact that, however positive and friendly Perseus may feel towards his
grandfather, Acrisius may not want to see him, and may in fact be terrified of the idea of Perseus
showing up. With sensitivity, you may be able to channel this discussion into some interesting places
for some of your children who may also have relatives that they don’t see and about whom they are
curious. 

Teachable moment: There are many models for the good ruler Dictys appears determined to become. Many
years after this story first appeared, Plato wrote of “The Philosopher King” in his book “The Republic,” in which
he talked about the importance of wisdom and education in proper governing. The Bible tells us that, when
Solomon became king of Israel, he pleased the Lord by asking for “an understanding heart” with which to rule,
rather than riches or a long life or vengeance over his enemies. Solomon was considered a great and wise king.

Consider this quote from the Tao te Ching (I Ching):
The best leaders the people barely know.

The next best they love and praise.
The next they fear.

And the next they hate.

Why does Lao-tse write that the people “barely know” the best leaders? Because, he goes on to say, when the
people are properly led, they accomplish things and say, “We did it ourselves!”

Make a list of things a good ruler needs -- skills as well as attributes. Think of “rulers” in terms of kings, but also
in terms of parents, teachers and student leaders like team captains and class officers. Are the skills and attributes
similar?
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Chapter Thirteen 
Prophecy Fulfilled

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. What kinds of games were they playing at Larissa?
2. Who does Perseus meet at the games?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. How would Perseus have learned the skills necessary to compete at these games?
2. Megapenthese says “our family was cursed with two brothers like Polydectes and none
with the wisdom of Dictys.” How might this story have been different if his father had
been more like Dictys?
3. How does the ending of this chapter fit in with the beginning of the story?

(Yes, he’s naked!)
The word “gymnasium” comes from the Greek word “gumnos” or “naked.” Greeks didn’t have gym

shorts*, so, when it was time for athletic contests, they just stripped down to nothing. If it’s any comfort, the
games were men-only events, not only as far as competitors are concerned, but in terms of audience as well.
We’re not sure how that played out in the story of Atalanta, who was a great woman runner, but when the
hunter, Actaeon, snuck a peek at the goddess Artemis as she bathed, she turned him into a stag and his own
pack of hounds tore him to pieces. Greek women had a fairly strong model for modesty!

Meanwhile, we also see this root word in the botanical term “gymnosperm,” for seeds that are “naked”
rather than encased in some kind of ovary. Those are called “angiosperms” because they are in a “vessel.” 

All of this may well fall into the category of things you don’t bring up unless someone asks.



What can you tell by reading the story?
1.  They played military games, throwing javelins and discuses, boxing and wrestling and running
races. These games were the source of the games revived in the late 19th century that have now
become such a commercial enterprise that we are not permitted by a specially-enacted federal copy-
right law to mention their name here! (No, we’re not making that up.) But you can say the name in
class and discuss how the games have changed. In particular, pay attention to the modern pentathlon,
which consists of pistol shooting, epee fencing, swimming, equestrian show jumping and cross coun-
try running. The web site for their national organization is at http://usmpa.home.texas.net/ In winter, the
biathlon consists of cross-country skiing and riflery.
2. Megapenthes is Dana’s cousin -- her uncle’s son. So he is Perseus’ “first cousin once removed,” but most
people don’t bother with that much formality. Certainly, Perseus wouldn’t under these circumstances!

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Remember that, as a young man, he received military training in Seriphos. Though Hermes laughed at his
sword, he certainly would have been trained in a variety of military skills. Most competitors would not enter
all events, of course, nor would they try to use discus, javelin and sword in battle. They’d concentrate on
what they were best at. But heroes like Perseus, Achilles or Odysseus would enter all of these games, just as
our modern athletic heroes may be successful at more than one sport! (Ask classmates to name athletes who
play more than one sport. See if any of them have read biographies or articles about sports heroes and can
talk about how they decided which sports to specialize in. Some great athletes failed at other sports. This is a
good place to talk about making the most of your talents!)
2. If there had been no war over the throne of Argos, perhaps the immortals would not have been quite so
angry with Acrisius. If Megapenthes’s father had simply withdrawn, as Dictys did, there might have been
no curse put on Acrisius, so he would have never locked up Dana or cast her into the ocean. On the other
hand, where is Polydectes now? It takes two people to make a war, but evil is still evil, and, in the world
of Greek myth, bad people don’t get away with much, even if their mortal friends and relations forgive
them!
3. The death of Acrisius was, indeed, foretold by the Oracle of Delphi. There is, in Greek tradition, an inevitability to
events, as personified by The Fates, three sisters who spin, measure and then cut the threads of our lives. No-one can
question their decisions, not even the mightiest of the Olympians. Next week, Dictys will provide some insight into the
process that brought Perseus to this place, and where he needs to go next. Meanwhile, discussion of how his life was
shaped by the oracle is certainly worth pursuing!

Teachable moment: What would you say to
Perseus? What must he be feeling, and how can
his friends and relatives help him now?  Is there
anything reasonable that he could have done to
prevent what happened? Be very careful in
approaching this conversation, but remember,
too, that people who have had horrible losses in
accidents often want, and need, to talk about
their experiences and their feelings.

Family tree: Draw up a family tree, beginning with
Acrisius and his brother. Show the relationship between
Dana and Megapenthese. Talk about the difference in
their ages: Megapenthes says that, when Dana and
Perseus were cast into the sea, he was too young to ask
questions about difficult topics. Now, he’s nearly old
enough to withdraw and let the younger men compete.
(See what ages active athletes are in the various sports.
How old do you suppose Perseus and Dana are? How
old might that make Megapenthese? (Why do you
think Perseus was especially excited to meet his
cousin?)
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Chapter Fourteen 
A Hero’s Destiny

What can you tell by reading the story?
1. What does Dana mean when she says her father is still alive? Why is Perseus ashamed?
2. What does Megapenthes tell Perseus?
3. Why does Dictys dislike oracles?
4. Why does Perseus not want to be king of Argos?
5.  What does Perseus decide to do to make things better?

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Dictys says that, whenever people try to change the future, they
choose evil. “It is an evil choice.” Why does he say it is an evil choice?

See our simplified star chart for a quick guide to finding Perseus, Andromeda,
Cepheus and Cassiopeia in the heavens!

This cluster of stars and constellations is visible throughout the year in the Northern
Hemisphere. You may wish to look for more complete star charts on line or in reference works,
but our simple chart should help you get started. Most constellations have interesting stories
behind them, and students may find ample opportunity for individual reports in retelling their
stories and drawing them for others to enjoy and learn from! (Can you arrange a night together
to do some skywatching?)



What can you tell by reading the story?
1. Dana is saying that Dictys was a much better father to her than her own father. She lists the
things that Acrisius did to her, then the things that Dictys did for her. Perseus is ashamed for a
moment because he realizes, too, that Dictys has been more of a grandfather to him than
Acrisius ever was, and he’s embarrassed to think that maybe he seems ungrateful.
2. He reminds him that Acrisius hadn’t agreed to even talk to him, and that there is a good
chance there never would have been peace between the two of them. “My father and your grand-
father were two very stubborn men,” he says. Perseus is acting as though, if only Acrisius were
alive, everything would have worked out. Megapenthese thinks it probably wouldn’t have any-
way.
3.  He says that you ought to choose to do good things no matter what you think will happen to
you. If you know that something bad will happen, you might choose to do something bad to try
to keep it from happening. But it happens anyway, so you did something bad for no reason.
4. He feels that it isn’t right for him to kill Acrisius, even by accident, and then get to be king
because Acrisius is dead. 
5.  He asks Megapenthes to trade kingdoms with him. That means he won’t be king of the place
where he killed the old king. It also means that there will be peace between Argos and Tiryns.
And its especially fair because Megapenthes gets a richer kingdom, even though it wasn’t his
idea to trade.

What can you tell by thinking about the story?
1. Dictys feels that people should not try to see into the future because, even if they didn’t make a
choice as bad as throwing someone into the ocean or chaining them to a cliff for a sea monster, just
the idea of trying to change these things out of greed, fear or pride is wrong. Dictys probably
wouldn’t say that someone who decided to be more generous in the future was evil, but what if the
only reason they decided to do it was to change their fate, and not because they felt it was the right
thing to do? (Bring up Ebenezer Scrooge -- how did his view of the past, present and future change
him? Scrooge changed because he saw how unhappy he was and how unhappy he made the people
around him. Besides, he asked the Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come if these were visions of what
would be, or of what might be. In Greek mythology, they are always visions of what will happen.)

And you may not be able to address religious topics with your class, but the objection to fortune-
tellers in many religions is that seeking to know the future shows a lack of faith in God’s plans and
judgment. Dictys represents perfect faith and acceptance not only of what comes but of his moral
obligations to those around him. There are a very large number of religous and philosophical systems
in which achieving his attitude is a major goal.

Teachable moment: We’ve covered lots of teachable moments,
including in the questions accompanying this chapter. Now, the
“teachable moment” is that moment in which you sit back and let the
kids talk about what they got out of the story. (We hope you’ve
enjoyed it, too.)
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This chart shows the constellations as they might appear in the Northern
Hemisphere in early November. 

We’ve included the Big and Little Dippers, Orion and Taurus because they’re well
known and may help you find the constellations from this story. 

A “real” star chart would be helpful in sorting through the many other stars and
other objects you’ll see on a good night! It would also help you find two other

constellations  from this story that we have chosen not to include:

Cetus is the whale, and is the monster that was sent to devour Andromeda.
Cetus, however,  is composed of somewhat dim stars and may not be easy to pick

out, especially in an area with a great deal of city lights to interfere with your
skywatching.

Pegasus is fairly easy to find, but we chose to leave him off because he did not
appear in our version of the tale and because his constellation and Andromeda’s

are intertwined. (We wanted to give her a little exclusivity!) 

Pegasus and Chrysaor are two winged horses that sprang from the neck of
Medusa after her head was lopped off, the result of a liaison she had with

Poseidon. In some minor versions of the story (including the movie “Clash of the
Titans”), Perseus rides Pegasus, but in most, he’s somewhat irrelevant and brings

up issues we chose not to address.

For a very good astronomy web site with both star pictures, charts and
information about the mythological origins of constellations, we recommend you

visit the site of the Chandra X-ray Observatory mission. There is so much good
astronomical stuff up there that we’ll start you on our favorite page so you 

don’t get to wandering around so much that you miss it:

http://chandra.harvard.edu/photo/constellations/perseus.html
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